**Aktion Freiheit statt Angst** e.V. (Action Freedom No Fear) promotes by information and peaceful protest for a free democratic society, for freedom of information and against mass-surveillance, uncontrolled data retention by the state and the economy and the infinite support of the safety sector. We want to get into a dialogue with the people and with associations and politicians about the protection of data and legislation of surveillance. And we work out juridical and political expertises and distribute them by information stands, seminars, lectures and workshops; by all this we organize and coordinate peaceful creative protest.

E.g. in 2009 at the “Aktion Mensch” film festival we accompanied a film as a godfather nationwide and we framed a fundamental right’s day in “Deutsche Historische Museum” (German Historic Museum).

We understand ourselves as non-party, non-denominational and we work together with all political parties, ideological and religious organisations and institutions, which espouse a democratic and free society.

In a COMMON STATEMENT we wrote down consensually our opinion ([http://www.aktion-freiheitstattangst.org/erklaerung](http://www.aktion-freiheitstattangst.org/erklaerung)).

**POSSIBILITIES OF CONTRIBUTION - HOW YOU CAN SUPPORT US**

- Everybody can work with us, whether he/she is a member or not
- Subscribe our Newsletter
- Found an active group at your location
- Inform us about restrictions of freedom of information and breaches of data privacy
- Discuss our ideas with us in internet - become active!
- Donate money - civil rights work costs money (donations are deductible)
- Become a member - you support our work with a self chosen contribution and you can make decisions in our association

**Aktion Freiheit statt Angst** e.V. offers schools and universities, institutions for education and other interested organisations the implementation and planning of seminars, workshops and lectures - or podium discussions concerning the following fields:

**Democracy and Law**

- What kind of rights do I have in Europe, in Germany?
- What are inalienable basic rights?
- Where are my restrictions in democratic society?

**Workshops:**

- Fundamental rights and barriers

**Safety and Surveillance**

- Anti terror programmes and European safety politics
- Who or what is FRONTEX?
- Dangers by internet surveillance and censorship

**Workshops:**

- Danger of terror and safety hysteria
- Danger by surveillance - communication- and journey data retention
- Danger by censorship - TTIP and internet barriers

**Protection and Safety of Data**

- Informational self-determination
- Data protection and surveillance
- Data protection of employees
- Data protection of consumers

**Workshops:**

- Data outing and data sovereignty in internet
- anonymously and safe in internet

**Media Skills and Protection of Own Data**

- Data protection and data safety
- Who can see my data when I move in internet?
- How can I protect my data from theft?
- Which encryption is really safe?
- What am I allowed to post in internet?
- ... and what I am allowed to copy?

**Workshops:**

- Safety and security of data
- Safe e-mails with Mozilla Thunderbird
- GPG-encryption
- Creative Commons against trouble with licenses

Together with You we plan fitted offers for Your respective target group - from the introduction lecture until to a seminar for several days.

For this we call upon experienced referees of our group and - if needed - we’ll ask for further competent experts.

**Further Informations**

[www.aktion-freiheitstattangst.org](http://www.aktion-freiheitstattangst.org)

**Appointments by** [kontakt@aktion-fsa.de](mailto:kontakt@aktion-fsa.de)

Civil rights work costs – please support our work by a donation!
We are working on these topics:

**Escape & Migration**
- Visa waiver
- Air passenger records
- FRONTEX
- Europol
- Schengen information system II
- Passenger Name Records (PNR)

**Police & Secret Services**
- Data retention
- Video and eavesdropping attacks in houses
- Collation of data between police and secret services (GTAZ)
- Data mining in central data bases
- Biometric data in electronic identity card and passport
- Online scanning of private computers

**School without military**
- Against centralised baby- and pupils-data bases
- No visits of military personal in schools
- Civil Clauses for peaceful research only for every university and high school
- Personality profiles, stamped for life

**Consumer and workers privacy**
- Crystal people, shopping cards, scoring
- The electronic health card
- For privacy at work (personal data, health data, time sheets, use of internet)
- Jobcard ELENA ... and its follower OMS
- The centralized tax number

**Censorship & Freedom of Information**
- Locking of internet and censorship
- Net neutrality (Telcoms Package)
- Act for freedom of information
- Stop ACTA ~ TAFTA ~ TTIP
- Open Source not Commercialization

---

Defend our Constitution and our right to informational self-determination and human dignity!

Everyone can join and fight with us for his civil rights.

The next meetings in the Berlin Anti-War-Café COOP, Rochstr. 3, near Alexanderplatz, will be announced in our web under „Aktivengruppen“.

**Action Freedom Not Fear**
Aktion Freiheit statt Angst e.V.
Rochstr. 3,
D-10178 Berlin
Mail: kontakt@aktion-fsa.de
Web: www.aktion-freiheitstattangst.org

---

**Donations:**
Aktion Freiheit statt Angst e.V.
Triodos Bank
IBAN: DE72 5003 1000 1060 9910 02
BIC: TRODDEF1

The registered organization is recognized as charitable since 01.01.2011 after §§ 52 1(2) No. 24 AO, Germany. Donations are tax reducible.

---

Aktion Freiheit statt Angst e.V.
Alliance for freedom rights, against mass surveillance and security mania

Member of European Civil Liberties Network

---

**Our Topics and Education Program**

---

**English version**

---

---